Abstract. The importance of the use of networks to model and analyse biological data and the interplay of bio-molecules is widely recognised. Consequently, many algorithms for the analysis and the comparison of networks (such as alignment algorithms) have been developed in the past. Recently, many different approaches tried to integrate into a single model the interplay of different molecules, such as genes, transcription factors and microRNAs. A possible formalism to model such scenario comes from node coloured networks (or heterogeneous networks) implemented as node/ edge-coloured graphs. Consequently, the need for the introduction of alignment algorithms able to analyse heterogeneous networks arises. To the best of our knowledge, all the existing algorithms are not able to mine heterogeneous networks. We propose a two-step alignment strategy that receives as input two heterogeneous networks (nodecoloured graphs) and a similarity function among nodes of two networks extending the previous formulations. We first build a single alignment graph. Then we mine this graph extracting relevant subgraphs. Despite this simple approach, the analysis of such networks relies on graph and subgraph isomorphism and the size of the data is still growing. Therefore the use of high-performance data analytics framework is needed. We here present HetNetAligner a framework built on top of Apache Spark. We also implemented our algorithm, and we tested it on some selected heterogeneous biological networks. Preliminary results confirm that our method may extract relevant knowledge from biological data reducing the computational time.
Introduction
The importance of the use of networks to model and analyse biological data is widely recognised [10] . For instance, networks have been used to model interactions among biological macromolecules inside cells, such as protein-protein interactions (PPI), or gene-gene interactions [2] . Usually, these models contain a single node type (e.g. proteins or genes) and simple (i.e. uncoloured and eventually weighted) edges. For example, in protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks, nodes are proteins while edges are their interactions and associated weights model the reliability of the discovered interactions.
The use of networks has enabled the discovery of many biological insights related to cells and related to disease development and progression [17, 4] . Consequently, many approaches have led to the introduction of data models, databases and algorithms of analysis. Nevertheless, the interplay of molecules inside cells is always made by molecules of different types (e.g. genes, proteins and ribonucleic acids [7] . Consequently, the possible integration in a single comprehensive model of heterogeneous data is still a challenge. In the scenario we envision, a single network containing both different kinds of nodes and different kinds of edges may model the reality inside cells [15] . One of the best formalism to model such scenario comes from heterogeneous networks implemented as node/ edgecoloured graphs. [6] . For example, data have been collected on how proteins are related to diseases, and how drugs interact with proteins. Consequently, a single network may represent proteins, drugs and diseases as nodes of different kind or colour. The possible scenarios of analysis of such networks involve many tasks [15] , and we here focus on the local alignment of networks. Local network alignment has been defined in the past for homogeneous network (LNA hom ), and it has been formalised in many papers, from those we recall the approaches of Berg and Lassig [1] and the subsequent formalisation by Mina and Guzzi [14] . Many LNAs hom are based on a two-step strategy: (i) initially they merge two input networks in a single one (referred to as alignment graph), (ii) the alignment graph is then analysed to extract relevant subnetworks (or communities).
Here we extend this approach to consider heterogeneous network by proposing a two-way strategy to align heterogeneous networks: (i) initially merge two input networks in a single one (referred to as heterogeneous alignment graph), (ii) then we analyse the alignment graph to extract relevant subnetworks (or communities).
Even though the single formulation dimension of real networks is still growing due to the introduction of novel technological platforms and on the integration of different data sources. Consequently, the development of novel approaches able to leverage computational resource offered by high computational platforms such as clusters and novel programming models tailored to big data is a crucial challenge. For these aims, after the formulation of the problem of the alignment for heterogeneous networks, we here propose a high-performance framework for the alignment based on Apache Spark. We present some preliminary results that demonstrate the advantage of the use of such approach.
Related Work
Local Network Alignment (LNA) algorithms were developed initially for homogeneous networks to find multiple and unrelated regions of isomorphism, i.e. same graph structure, between the input networks, where each region implies a mapping independently of other regions. The strategy consists of the mapping or set of mappings between subsets of nodes such that their similarity is maximal over all possible subsets. These subnetworks correspond to conserved patterns of interactions that can represent a conserved motif or pattern of activities. To the best of our knowledge, currently, there is not an algorithm for local alignment of heterogeneous networks. Therefore we here present main approaches for homogeneous networks.
The first work by Berg and Lassig [1] proposed the first formalisation for network alignment in biology. Then, the work [12] proposed an LNA algorithm tailored for biological networks based on the theory of evolution of genes (the so-called duplication-divergence model).
AlignNemo [3] algorithm, given the networks of two organisms, enables the discovery of subnetworks of proteins related to biological function and topology of interactions. The algorithm can handle sparse interaction data with an expansion process that at each step explores the local topology of the networks beyond the proteins directly interacting with the current solution. AlignMCL [14] is a local alignment algorithm that represents an evolution of previous algorithm AlignNemo. AlignMCL builds the local alignment, by merging all the input data in a single graph, alignment graph, that is afterwards examined, and by using the Markov cluster algorithm MCL [5] , to extract the conserved subnetworks. The main contribution of AlignMCL consists of the ability to extract functional modules, represented as local dense subgraphs, without the imposition of any particular topology.
LocalAli [9] is a local network alignment algorithm based on a maximumparsimony evolutionary model for the build of local alignment among multiple networks as functionally conserved modules. LocalAli uses the maximumparsimony evolutionary model to infer the evolutionary tree of networks nodes.
Then, LocalAli extracts local alignments as conserved modules that have been evolved from a common ancestral module.
Local Alignment of Heterogeneous Networks.
We develop a framework for the local alignment of heterogeneous biological networks. We formally define the computational problem matches, mismatches, and gaps.
Heterogeneus Network Alignment Problem
An heterogeneous biological network is modeled by a node colored graph G het = (V het , E het , C), where V het is a set of coloured nodes, E het ⊆ V het × V het and C is a set of colors that define a coverage of V het . We extend the formulation provided in [12] , therefore given two heterogeneous networks G het1 = (V het1 , E het1 , C) and
and G het2 under a scoring function F that measure the similarity among nodes of two input networks F :
, and under a match, mismatch and gap schema. Formally, the local alignment may relate node of different colors. Considering the topology, and the distance between nodes participating in the input networks we may find clear three possible cases.
Given two pair of nodes of the input networks (v 11 , v 12 ) ∈ G het1 and (v 21 , v 22 ) ∈ G het2 , there is a match if both v 11 , v 12 and v 21 , v 22 are connected in input networks. There is a mismatch if only a pair of nodes is connected to a network. There is a gap if a pair of nodes is connected ant the other two nodes are at distance k lower than δ.
Clearly, for each match, mismatch and gap we may associate a scoring using a function Q that takes into account both the similarity of nodes and the topology. Consequently, the problem of finding a local alignment may be formulated as the finding of a subset of node pairs that maximise the overall score Q max .
Since the general formulation is computationally hard [?], we propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the problem based on two main steps:
1. Building of the Alignment Graph: starting from two node-coloured graphs, and a similarity function among nodes of these graphs, we build a weighted alignment graph. 2. Analysis of the Alignment Graph: the alignment graph is then analysed to extract communities using Markov clustering algorithm [5] .
Thus the more general formulation of the network alignment problem is to find a L ⊆ V het1 × V het2 that maximise a function Q.
Heterogeneous Alignment Graph
The alignment graph G = (V al , E al ) is a node-colored graph that is built starting from two input graphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ), and G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ). Each node v al ∈ V al represent a pair of nodes of the input graphs, therefore V al ⊂ V 1 × V 2 . For the sake of the simplicity we consider only the integration of two nodes of the same color, but the extension may be easily obtained. Edges of the alignment graph are inserted by the presence of the edges relating corresponding nodes on two input graphs. Edges are weighted by using a scoring function that extends the match-mismatch-gap score of the classical alignment graph. Given two nodes of the alignment graph, the corresponding nodes of the input graph may be connected or not, and may be of the same colour or not. Intuitively, the best case is when nodes are connected and of the same colour. The scoring function should take into account this consideration by considering six possible cases match, mismatch and gap and two possible sub-cases for each one, homogeneous and heterogeneous. We first introduce these cases. Gap Given two nodes of the alignment graph v al,1 = (v 11 , v 21 ) and v al,2 == (v 21 , v 22 ), an homogeneous mismatch is established when the input nodes are adjacent only in a single network and they are at distance lower than ∆ (gap threshold) in the other network and all the nodes have the same color. Given two nodes of the alignment graph v al,1 = (v 11 , v 21 )andv al,2 == (v 21 , v 22 ), an homogeneous mismatch is established when the input nodes are are adjacent only in a single network and they are at distance lower than ∆ in the other network and the input nodes have the a different color.
Weighting the Edges.
Clearly, after the building of the edges of the alignment graph, there is the need to weight each edge using an ad-hoc scoring function F and the gap threshold ∆. This function should emphasise matches and should penalise mismatch and gaps. The nature of the scoring function has a high impact on the resulting alignment graph and on the alignment itself.
Sequential Implementation in R
At first, we implemented our algorithm using the R programming language [11] .
The algorithm takes as input two heterogeneous networks G het1 = (V het1 , E het1 , C) and G het2 = (V het2 , E het2 , C), a subset of node pair matched according to a similarity functions and builds the local alignment of G het1 and G het2 under a scoring function F and under a match, mismatch and gap schema.
The Network analysis were performed using the igraph [?] R Package. The Figure 2 show the workflow algorithm. Fig. 2 . Algorithm workflow. In Step 1 the algorithm takes as input two heterogeneous networks, and a subset of node pair matched according to a similarity functions. In
Step 2 the algorithm builds the weighted alignment graph: in step 2.1 the algorithm defines the nodes of the alignment graph represented by the pair matched nodes; in step 2.2 the algorithm computes a distance matrix for each input networks and set a distance threshold ∆. According to these, the algorithm inserts and weights the edges of the alignment graph. Finally, the weighted alignment graph is built.
Step 1-Import heterogeneous networks and similarity nodes: the algorithm receives as input two input node-coloured graphs and the list of matched pair nodes. For simplicity, we consider two different colours to model the nodes of the heterogeneous networks.
Step 2-Building of the Alignment Graph: The algorithm builds an alignment graph represented as a weighted graph.
Step 2.1-Node Alignment Graph Definition: The algorithm defines the nodes of the alignment graph represented by the pair of nodes matched by the similarity considerations. Thus, the nodes of the alignment graph are composite nodes representing pairs of similar nodes of two input networks
Step 2.2-Edges Building and Edges Weighting
Step: The algorithm proceeds to insert the edges of the alignment graph considering the presence of corresponding edges in both networks, or the presence of at least an edge in one of the input networks. While the edges are inserted, the algorithm apply an edge scoring strategy to weights each edge. The algorithm computes a distance matrix for each input networks and set a distance threshold ∆ that relies on the distance of nodes in the input networks. According to these, the algorithm weights the edges of the alignment graph. The edges are weighted by considering six cases of match homogeneous/heterogeneous, mismatch homogeneous/heterogeneous and gap homogeneous/heterogeneous. In case of match homogeneous, the algorithm assigns a score equals to 1 to the edge, whereas the weight of edge is equal to 0.9 in match heterogeneous case. Instead, when the algorithm finds a mismatch homogeneous weights the edge with 0.5, while in mismatch heterogeneous case the weight edge is equal to 0.4. Finally, in gap homogeneous case and gap heterogeneous the weights edge are equals to 0.2 and 0.1 The process ends when none edge is added.
Finally, the Markov clustering algorithm is used.
High Performance Computing on Apache Spark
Apache Spark [18] is a framework for big data analytics and processing built on top of the Hadoop MapReduce experience. Hadoop MapReduce has found many applications in Bioinformatics and computational biology [16] . Recently, the analysis of (big) data in bioinformatics has caused the need for the introduction of high computational platforms for processing (big) data generated from technological platforms. The common paradigma for big data analytics involves the distribution of computations in a set of machines (or a cluster) that share data in a shared file system. Among the other programming models, the Hadoops MapReduce API has gained an important role. Usually, the Hadoop MapReduce API operate in a remote data centre that is accessed through web interface. Hadoop [19] is a software framework available for Linux platforms that enable in a natural way the access and the use of the computational power of a cluster. Main characteristics of Hadoop are (i) robust, fault-tolerant Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), (ii) Map-Reduce programming model. The HDFS allows parallel processing across the nodes of the cluster using the MapReduce paradigm.
Hadoop uses a Fault-tolerant, shared-nothing architecture based on the constraint that tasks are mutually independent. Therefore the failure of a node requires the restart of a single node.
Hadoop employs a Map/Reduce execution engine [18] to realizse a faulttolerant distributed computing system over the large data sets stored in the cluster's distributed file system. The critical idea od the Map/Reduce engine is the processing workflow that is subdivided in two main stages Map and Reduce. Each computation has many separate Map and Reduce steps, each step done in parallel. Each node operate on a subset of the initial dataset. Therefore, each node run a Map function on such dataset. The output of such step is a set of records stored as key-value pairs. In the second stage, (Reduce Stage), records must be grouped considering keys. Therefore, for any key there is a Reducer, running on a node, that group all the records of the key until all the data from the Map stage has been transferred to the appropriate machine. The Reduce stage produces another set of key-value pairs, as final output. Despite the simplicity and the constraint of the use of key-value pairs, this programming model may be used on a broad set of problems and tasks.
The Apache Spark framework is based on MapReduce programming model improving its weaknesses. Apache Spark is an open-source cluster computing framework for significant data processing offering to the user an easy way to access map reduce programming on a cluster. Spark extend the Map-Reduce capabilities: it runs more faster [18] and it simplifies the use by providing a rich set of API in in Python, Java, Scala and R. The core concept of SPARK is the distributed data frame that has been used in many applications including large queries, machine learning, and graph processing.
6 A Framework for Graph Alignment in Apache Spark.
We designed HetNetAligner, a framework for heterogeneous graph aligner over Spark. Main modules of HetNetAligner, as depicted in Figure 3 , are:
-A User Interface: that is responsible for interacting with users. User Interface has two main instances: a command line that accept instruction using the command line and a graphical user interface (currently under development) that simplify the user commands. -NetworkX Libraries [8] : HetNetHaligner uses the NetworkX libraries for managing input and output of graphs -Graph Clustering Libraries: we used the mLib [13] to analyse the graph efficiently.
Currently, we designed the overall architecture of the HetNetAligner framework, and we implemented main modules to test the effectiveness of our approach.
Implementation of the Heterogeneous Graph Alignment
Algorithm.
The implementation of the alignment algorithm in Spark is based on five main steps as described in the following algorithm. Step 1 and two are performed sequentially. After building of the empty adjacent matrix, this matrix is spread among nodes using distributed matrix abstraction of Spark. 
Results

Dataset
The dataset consisted of 12 synthetic network. We built the synthetic networks using a random graph generators according to the Erdos-Renyi model. We set all model network instances to the same size of 9500 nodes, and we vary the number of edges. Then, we randomly assign each node a colour out of 2 possible colours because the existing random graph generators are not designed to produce heterogeneous networks. The Table 1 shows the network parameters.
All the experiments were performed on an Intel Xeon(R) Processor (3.4 Ghz, 4 core, and 8 threads) with 16 Gbytes of memory running an Ubuntu OS ver 18.04.
We configured the Apache Spark environment and the HetNetAligner framework.
We measured both the quality of the alignment and the increase of the performances when varying the number of clusters.
We compared each network with itself, and we increased the number of cores using 1,2,4 and 16 cores. Figure ? ? shows the scalability of our algorithm considering the time to build the alignment. Fig. 4 . Implementation of the Algorithm on Spark. The implementation of the algorithm in spark starts by building both node and edge list of the alignment graph. This step is done sequentially. Then the adjacency matrix is converted into a distributed matrix that is distributed among nodes. Each node receive a fragment of the adjacency matrix, and it calculates the weight of the edges following the algorithm. Finally, the adjacency matrix is rebuilt. The final step of the algorithm, i.e. the Markov clustering of the adjacency matrix is done by using a spark implementation of the MCL. 
Conclusion
We here presented HetNetAligner a framework built on top of Apache Spark. We also implemented our algorithm, and we tested it on some selected heterogeneous biological networks. Preliminary results confirm that our method may extract relevant knowledge from biological data reducing the computational time. Future work will regard the implementation of the whole framework.
